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ABSTRACT: The construction industry has had considerable criticisms on inefficiencies in the quality and outcomes of professional services in project delivery. These criticisms have spanned design, estimating, procurement and construction, whilst a range of manifestations of inefficiencies have been reported in forms of errors, conflicts, omissions, mistakes and descriptive ambiguities. Although, there is strong evidence in literature regarding how these issues are triggered and how specific efforts can be targeted at some improved technologies and process-driven solutions in the interest of efficient outcomes, however existing knowledge about the forms of each indicator of inefficiency is somewhat superficial. Specifically, issues such as the complex nature of construction risks, slow uptake of some deliverables of digital innovations, professionalism and ambiguity in clients’ requirements have been eloquently argued as common triggers of inadequacies in some outcomes of professional services in the construction industry. This studies reviews different forms of estimate errors in construction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Inadequacies in professional service delivery have many descriptors. In this study, forms and impact of errors in construction estimates are considered. Although, estimators are often blamed for estimate errors, there is no significant evidence to suggest that a particular discipline in the construction industry is guiltier on estimates’ errors than others as these errors are possible products of actions and inactions of every stakeholder in the project team. However, there are different opinions in literature on what forms an estimate error and the impact such specific type of error would have on project delivery. For example, a survey by [1] indicates that clients are satisfied with overestimates while [2] argued otherwise that imprecise estimates could trigger outcomes which can jeopardize clients’ interests. In a way of exploring how to deal with estimate errors, this study theorizes different forms of estimate errors involving construction costs.

2. FORMS AND NATURE OF ESTIMATE ERROR

Estimate errors are very popular but they are under-researched in construction literature. Instead, research efforts have concentrated on process re-engineering and improvements [3, 4]. Citing [5], [6] indicated that BoQ-generated estimates account for less than five percent of change orders in Australia. This study also cited [7] in identifying some categories of errors in the documentation of construction estimates. Such includes work quantification error in which quantities of work to be executed by the contractor are wrongly measured, under-measured, omitted and wrongly described. The authors also agree that the use of SMMs is problematic as their often too complex and wrongly interpreted. Other authors such as [8, 9] have identified complex problems in pricing and resourcing. Based on this background, these forms of errors are described elaborately below.

2.1 Quantification errors

Estimates are based on the quantity of work to be executed in a contract [10]. However, this important responsibility is frequently compromised in estimating processes. Some studies have provided possible reasons for this; whilst [11] blame this on design errors, [1] argued that some errors are justifiable by ambiguity in client’s requirement during very early stages of construction processes. Other studies have also indicated other reasons: [12] and [13] identified estimators’ inexperience and tactical deficiencies, whilst [14] identified size and complexity
of projects as factors that could trigger quantification errors. These errors manifest in a wide range of ways, including:

- **Mistakes in measurement**: This is a common problem in estimating practice. It could arise as a result of wrongful application of SMM rules or lack of reference guides on some particular aspects of a job. It includes wrongful deployment of units (e.g. measuring reinforcement in volume instead of weight or paint in volume instead of superficial area). This problem can be reduced drastically by adopting best practice models on knowledge transfer between very experienced estimators and new entrants to the practice, as well as the deployment of suitable technologies which are targeted at these problems.

- **Arithmetic errors**: Simple arithmetic operations are very frequent in quantification processes. It involves simple arithmetic operations on variables of similar attributes, aggregation of page and section estimates, and project summaries. Because of large quantity of data which are used in estimating, and are often presented in manual forms, it is not unlikely that arithmetic errors are frequent. Even when data processing tools are used, there could be data entry problems which would result into unnoticed errors. This problem can also be worsened by excessive pressure under which estimators work, especially when given limited time to turn in bids [15]. To control this, clients often conduct arithmetic checks on bids before contract documentation.

- **Process errors**: There are industry standards on estimating procedures. This includes taken-off, abstracting, working up quantities, bill drafting, cost data collection, resourcing and pricing. [16] have indicated that these processes are instrumental to the accuracy of an estimate. However, an undetected error in any of these process activities could extend to the final estimates. This could be in form of omissions, amorphous descriptions, typographical errors and misplacement of activity descriptors.

- **Data extraction and transfer error**: In estimating, data are often extracted from drawings, specifications, cost and resource databases, and bill of quantities. Once data from these sources have been processed, they are often packaged in project estimates in form of bid price, project, resource, site and management plans. They can also be built into project databases and libraries. In a procedure described by [17], a wide range of errors could be triggered by issues such as programming limitations, incompatibility between data exchange locations, computation and undeliberate errors in data management. [18] and [19] have also identified data management issues in estimating as coding errors, descriptor problems, handler’s errors and software limitations.

- **Double or multiple counting**: As estimators attempt to predict the cost of a wide of work items in construction, it is often possible that they consider an item more than once; either as a whole or partially in multiple instances. A typical example of this has been illustrated by [20] while criticising a bid unbalancing model by [21]. It can also extend to multiple provisions for taxes and indemnity against damages, as well vague considerations for spot and provisional items.

### 2.2 Description errors

Construction project scenarios are uniquely complex. For this reason, effective communication has been a critical issue, especially around economic and product utility expectations. An effectively communicated description of work should be actionable, clear and simple to interpret, unbiased, detailed and undisputable. While communication between process fragments is a frequent problem, more serious concerns have been indicated on the inability of project documents to provide unambiguous descriptions of what is needed to be done and how. As identified by [6], poor description of work items in estimating documents could frustrate contractors and project...
goals, and this often occur in a number of ways including the following:

- **Standardization issues**: Estimators often rely on Standards to make professional judgments on items of work being estimated. However, these documents are not perfect; they have been criticized to be out of date, not universal, incomplete and easily misinterpreted [6]. A way out of difficulties arising from these has been suggested by [22] as developing an estimate based on the peculiarity of the project. Meanwhile, standardization errors in estimating processes include incomplete and ambiguous descriptions, conflicting and un-actionable reference, and inappropriately worded descriptions.

- **Misinterpretation**: Resource materials on measurement (e.g. SMMs, Contract Conditions, Productivity output rates) can be misleading and misinterpreted. [6] cited [7] in alluding that SMMs are too complex and are easily misinterpreted or may have a wide range of interpretations. There can only be few consequences of this: deficient descriptions which frequently trigger disputes and project failures.

- **Rigidity issues**: Construction innovations are not static; the relevance of construction economics disciplines to other industry has also escalated in the past decades [23]. However, estimating processes are often based on largely rigid resources such as SMMs which are few decades old. In the conclusion of [6], it is clear that SMM-based estimating may lose its popularity unless a more effective alternative is provided.

2.3 Tooling errors

Estimators use tools such as calculators, digitizers, calibrators, printers, computer systems, and a wide range of general and purpose-made applications to do their works. While none of these is immune to technical faults which are likely not to be detected easily and early, these tools could also be susceptible to technical limitations such as inability to work under certain conditions, low work load limit, inability to work well with other tools and limited technical support. These, coupled with possible deficiencies in estimators’ knowledge and use of these tools, could trigger severe consequences on estimating processes and their outcomes [24]. The manifestations of tool-based error are described as follows:

- **Software problems**: Software applications are very useful in reducing process times and increasing artificial intelligence. However, it is a common knowledge that there is no perfect software [25]. Although there is no empirical evidence on the extent to which this has affected estimating practice in the construction industry, however in many instances, estimating errors arising from software problems could be traced to:
  - Software construction
  - Faults from programme performance frameworks
  - Errors from a secondary source, including sourced data from other software
  - Hardware problems
  - End-users’ inappropriate use.
  - Inability to interact perfectly with other applications.

- **Obsolesce of standards**: As argued earlier, estimators work with standards. [26] have explained the evolution of information technology in the estimating industry, especially the use of description libraries and databases for automatic estimating. This innovation does not also remove the limitations of standards being referred to (See Section 2.2 above). Moreover, regardless of the goal an estimate is targeted to achieve, estimators’ reference to practice standards is predicated on the ability of such standards to drive accuracy. However, these standards are not static. When built into a programme, such applications must be updated frequently as reference standards are reviewed. Apart from the possibility that the program can mis-apply the standards [27], end-users can create similar problems
with the applications and the standards. Therefore, when estimating tools are as obsolete as the standards, certain efficacies of estimating outcomes may be compromised. When standards are reviewed and applications are not, estimating processes can yield contradicting outcomes. When applications are updated and the standards are not, the impact on the efficacy of the estimating processes may be minimal.

2.4 Processing errors
Estimators rely on processing a large proportion of data from a diverse range of sources before they make many of their decisions. These data could be sophisticated, somewhat not definitive and not well connected to a new scenario where they will be applied. Moreover, due to their nature, errors in processing these data often appear in different forms:

- **Data handling errors**: These are not limited to data capture, coding and editing errors; they also appear in form of bias and variance. Processing biases are triggered by inefficiencies in processing systems. An example is when there are errors in the coding system of an application, such errors may be escalated to other parts of the processing system discretely, and this may result into problematic outcomes. On the other hand, errors arising from processing variance are caused by random input errors. Examples include keying mistakes, errors in the use of decimal points and conflicting inputs. It is often possible that these errors are not detected early.

- **System errors**: Estimate data can be processed wrongly due to random system errors [28]. These may lead to omissions, partial inclusion and conflicting outcomes. These problems are relative to latent programming issues than what can be corrected simply by end-users.

2.5 Packaging errors
Packaging is an important part of marketing a professional service. The core of technical services rendered by construction professionals is as important as how it was packaged and presented to the client. An effective way of packaging a construction estimate starts with how trustworthy are what is being presented in the estimate in terms of transparency, language and useability of content and context, and relevance to project goal. It is not impossible that certain contents of a packaged construction estimate could be missing at time of tendering.

2.6 Strategic errors
Some forms of errors are deliberate; some contractors may elect to present a wrongly priced tender in order to fall within a range of competitive bids. Whether contractors are pre-qualified or not, estimating for competition and producing realistic estimates for a job are not quite the same [29]. Parts of the scenarios for this dichotomy, especially as per how errors are deliberately used as bid winning tools have been listed in literature as follows:

- According to separate models for unbalancing a bid by [30] and [31], contractors can identify errors in tender document and take an advantage of this in pricing. In the end, when such items are re-evaluated, the contractor may make substantial profits, over and above what is obtainable when such errors were not present.

- Rather than bothering on what is realistic and what is not, the most important factor for a contractor to stay in business is to overcome competition. According to [29], most contractor will only take note of the production cost to them while the estimated real construction price to the client remains partly undisclosed.

- The cyclical nature of construction economics provides a window of opportunities for contractors to utilize macro-variability in strategizing bid pricing errors. Such errors are only valid for a short time due to rapid price changes in cost determinants. Therefore, determining new prices for these items could be inevitably contractual, and to the advantage of the contractor.
Another perspective to bid unbalancing has been identified by [32] as some strategic ways of deliberately manipulating the science of tender pricing. According these authors, whichever perspective is adopted while balancing an estimated project price; whether mathematically or materially, neither the client nor the project goal is favoured.

3. CONCLUSION
Studies on mitigating the impact of errors have focused on investigating the causes and sources of estimate errors, however there is limited clarity on the form of errors being referred to. This study has reviewed possible forms of error and specified directions of mitigating actions for each type. Studies on the applications of information technology for estimating services appear to be inconclusive to a large extent. Studies like [33-35] have superficially listed how computer applications are used for estimating processes. However, it is yet unclear how these applications definitively impact on estimating process. As pointed out by [36], there can be several negative sides to the proliferation of estimating applications in the construction industry. Therefore, there is need to study estimating applications by their performance framework so that it can become easy to tell whether specific estimating goals can be met or not when such applications are deployed on estimating processes.
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